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About This Game

Stuntman and engineer in one? No problem with Bridge Constructor Stunts!
Build imposing ramps and loops to reach your goal in the diverse stages. But building structures alone isn't enough this time: you
sit behind the wheel of the vehicles yourself and have to maneuver them skillfully to the goal. Collect stars, complete daredevil
jumps, flips and spectacular stunts, leaving behind a trail of destruction across the entire level to beat the high score. But you

can only do all that with perfectly constructed bridges and ramps.

Join the huge Let's Play community
To ensure none of your jumps are forgotten, you can save your runs as videos and GIFs, directly upload them to GIPHY and

share them with your others (video export and GIF upload functions for Windows version only). Let the world be part of your
most outrageous jumps!

Improved Construction Mode
Once again you have access to a variety of building materials with different properties. Numerous improvements make building
even easier: simply click to convert a beam you have built into road, and vice-versa. Click and hold on a part of the construction

and you now have the option to reposition your structures without having to build them from scratch.

Loose Screw!
We have hidden some hard-to-reach screws in some of the levels. Find and collect them, and you might be able to put these

screws to good use in the future...

FEATURES:
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The latest instalment in the internationally successful Bridge Constructor series!

Improved and simplified Construction Mode

Build ramps and drive vehicles across them yourself

Diverse level with different objectives: collect stars, score target, reach the goal…

Delivery vans and dump trucks with cargo that wreaks havoc when coming loose, but is also useful to help you collect
items

Various building materials

Spectacular stunts and rampages of destruction

Achievements and rankings

Replay feature and video/GIF sharing: save your best bridge crossings and stunts and share them with your friends
(video export and GIF upload functions for Window- s version only)

Controller-Support
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Not as fun as the original. buggy.. Terribly sorry but after running out of budget for the umpteenth time I got bored of this game
and off-loaded it. Looks great on paper I will agree but the gameplay is so frustrating. Obviously a steep learning curve attached
to this game but it is supposed to be fun. Though I like an element of learning in a game I felt the curve to play this was too
steep and a more player-friendly experience can be had playing Medieval Bridge Constructor or the original Bridge Constructor
game itself.. A fun game for 10 minutes and then it gets boring. It has also lots of bugs. I would definitely not recommend to
buy this for full price, hardly at 75%.. I would rather play hill climb racing. Which is free, and fun. Which this is not.

"Bridge constructor"... lol. Very nice game! Cool and unique game-play!
It is fun to build the ramps and then stunt on them :-D. It's very different from others Bridge Constructor, but it's fun to drive
the truck on the bridge we build.. this game is very good
i feel so funny
this game make me
everyday laugh lollollollollollollollollollol
you must play this game before you dead.. Pretty awesome. Kinda different from most bridge building games. It's like it's 50%
bridge building game, 50% 'Hill Climb Racing' on Android. Also it's got some nice reggae in the main menu and some simple,
but edgy rock music while playing and there's a lot of explosions. I like the style and how it's really energetic. It's like if Michael
Bay made a bridge building game.

Price seems fair, comparable to most similar games, but unlike some of them it kept my attention for a good while. There were
a few quirks, but nothing that really bothered. So yeah I'd say pick it up if it's your cup of tea :)

Full first impression video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqLBuRowsqQ&ab_channel=OJJVZ. This game is pretty dope. It's like a fun little mix of
slow puzzle planning and bridge building with a little bit of the all-out chaos of Trials or something. How much you like it will
largely depend on whether those things appeal to you, but if they do then maybe give it a try!. horrible bridge building controls
and horrible stunt gameplay. even for a budget series, this plays terribly. not worth your time.
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So Bridge Constructor Stunts is like Poly Bridge but with more stunts. And I for one quite enjoyed it! I've played through
campaign 1 and 2 and it just gets better and more difficult with each level.

I also made a video, feel free to watch it if you want to!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vErdUaMwQE

If you enjoy building bridges and try them out yourself then this is the game for you, the graphics aren't that new but the
gameplay is smooth and very enjoyable!

I recommend this game, 8/10.. a fun annoying stunt game to keep you entertained. Yet more Bridge Constructor, Stunts
stretches the already somewhat thin premise about as far as it can go.

The key problem here is that Stunts is as much a game of skill as it is bridge building, as many of the levels require your control
of the vehicle is precise to get through. The dual-requirement for the game doesn't play out well, and makes the game less "fun"
than it might have been.

As such, it compares poorly with other bridge constructor games in the series. It's not possible to recommend this over those..
Meeeh, for some people it would be a fun mechanic that you can drive the trucks yourself, but i dont like it. I just like to build a
bridges, not the driving.. This game is pretty dope. It's like a fun little mix of slow puzzle planning and bridge building with a
little bit of the all-out chaos of Trials or something. How much you like it will largely depend on whether those things appeal to
you, but if they do then maybe give it a try!. Nice game I realy like it but the finishline is a flagg and I always fly over it so I
dont finish and that makes levels sometimes realy hard.
I also got the game for free maby because I one bridgeconnstructor, bridgeconstructor Medieval and bridgeconstructor
playground?
But overall i realy liked and recommend this game! its is realy fun!. Not as fun as the original. buggy.

Steam Cloud support now added:
Good news everone: we finally added Steam Cloud Save to Bridge Constructor Stunts. Captain Lance Murdock gives us two
broken thumbs up, because now he can play with the same save game at home and in hospital!. Vambrace: Cold Soul Feature-
Trailer #2: "Combat":

Vambrace: Cold Soul is coming to Steam 28th May 2019! To prepare you intrepid adventurers we made a 3-part feature of
how the roguelite fantasy-adventure will propel you on a journey filled with memorable characters, brutal challenges, and deep
strategy!

Feature #2 is all about the game's turn-based combat system and various mechanics:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdNmw4Vb02o

https://store.steampowered.com/app/904380. Bridge Constructor Sale + Franchise Page!:

Greetings, diligent constructors!

The Bridge Constructor franchise is discounted heavily this week!

Bridge Constructor Portal50% off ++Now with Level Editor via Steam Workshop!++

Bridge Constructor75% off

[DLC] Bridge Constructor – Trains Expansion75% off

Bridge Constructor Playground75% off

Bridge Constructor Medieval75% off

Bridge Constructor Stunts75% off

[Bundle] Bridge Constructor Bundle*75% off
(*The bundle includes all franchise games and DLC, except Bridge Constructor Portal)

On top of that, we would like to invite you to follow our Bridge Constructor Franchise page here on Steam to keep you updated
on news, sales, and everything else about the Bridge Constructor games!
You can get to the Bridge Constructor Franchise page here.
https://store.steampowered.com/franchise/Bridge-Constructor/
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